
Outfield Skills and Drills 
 

The following document is a high-level introduction to some outfield skills and description of potential drills.  
 

Skills 
General 

• Each player should have an opportunity to play an outfield position.  Outfield is not punishment or a place to 
hide players less skilled.    

• Ready Position:  should be in an athletic stance. Can stagger feet (glove side foot slightly in front) if prefer. 

• Backup, Backup, Backup.  Outfielders should be exhausted because on every infield play they have a 
responsibility to backup the appropriate base.  The one time an outfielder gets lazy, is the time of an overthrow, 
resulting in the opposing team receiving a free extra base/run.  Backing up is effort and awareness.  

 
Catching 

• Catch ball at highest point (i.e. above shoulders) 

• Catch away from body 

• Catch the ball in the middle or throwing hand side 

• Two Hands only if stationary.  One of the issues at the younger ages is that coaches mandating catching with 
2 hands.  Makes sense.  However, catching with 2 hands is slow, limits the player’s range and not appropriate 
for certain situations (specifically tracking down balls in the outfield).  Also, players use 2 hands because they 
aren’t confident in their ability to catch with one.  That is why it’s so important to practice catching with one 
hand at a younger age.   

 
Fielding 

• Throwing a Runner Out / Do-or-Die → field ball on glove side.  In general, should always coming up throwing.   

• Base Hit (nobody on) / Hard Hit Ball → field ball middle of body; do not let ball get by you.  This involves 
communication from infield on whether there is a threat from runner to take an additional base. 

 
Throwing 

• Outfield must get their momentum to the target.  Do not throw from a stationary position. 

• Crow Hop:   Field ball → push off on glove-side foot → lift throwing-side knee to chest → Stride Foot Hits 
→Throw.  Do not jump up straight in the air 

• Slide Step: Field ball → push off on glove-side foot → take step forward with throwing-side foot → Stride Foot 
Hits →Throw.   

• Either technique works, whatever approach feels right for the player.  
 
Tracking 

• FIRST STEP IS ALWAYS BACK.  This rule is broken time after time.  You can always come in if mis-judge, the 
opposite rarely holds true. 

• Tuck glove and pump arms just like a normal sprint.  DO NOT RUN WITH GLOVE IN THE AIR. 
 
Footwork (Fly Ball Over the Head) 

• Drop Step/Cross-Over:  Open hip and take step in the direction of the ball (Drop Step), next rotate hips so front 
leg crosses over back (Cross-Over).   

• Never lose sight of the ball, run as fast as you can with head turned.   

• Quiet head and posture.  If your head is bouncing so is your eyes, makes it more difficult to track ball.  
• Do not run with the ball, beat the ball to its destination. 

• Goal is to always get behind the ball.  
 

Priority 

• Outfield has priority over infield 



• “Ball, Ball, Ball”: determine communication for outfield that differs from infield so easier to identify who has 
priority. 

• Centerfield has priority over all outfielders. 

Drills 
Outfield Progression 

Objective: Footwork 
Description: 

a. 4 cones.  Front cone → starting position.  Place cones 10-15 feet to the left, right and directly behind the 
first cone. 

b. Coach throws balls to each cone.  Make sure players working on footwork and catching technique.  
c. Could have the player start by quick feet place until coaches says “Go”. 

 
Outfield Pre-Game 

Objective: Footwork and tracking 
Description: 

a. Divide team into two lines about 20 feet in front of coach.   
b. First player in line throws ball to coach and sprints toward coach.  Coach has an extra ball and rolls a 

grounder to the player as catching the initial throw. 
c. Player fields the ball and throws the ball to coach.   
d. Player drop steps/cross-over starts running at 45 degrees to the right/left. 
e. Coach throws ball.  Either over the shoulder catch or player needs to get behind the ball. 

 
Football 

Objective:  Tracking 
Description:  

a. Player throws to coach, runs behind coach, coach throws ball out in front of player. 
 

Zig-Zag  
Objective:  Conditioning, fielding and catching 
Description:  

a. Need 4 or 5 throwers on single horizontal line space 5-10 feet apart. 
b. Player starts in front of first coach – 10 feet away 
c. Thrower can throw grounder or fly ball. 
d. Player executes play, throws back to thrower. 
e. Player sprints to thrower, stops in front, drop step/cross-over and sprints at 45 degree angle until in front of 

next thrower 
f. Thrower throws fly ball 
g. Repeat steps (d) and (e) alternating grounders and fly balls.  Once complete can go the opposite direction. 

 
Behind the Ball 

Objective:  First step back and get behind the ball to assist in making strong throw. 
Description:  

a. Coach and player at cone. 
b. Last player in line will be positioned about 20 feet away (cutoff) 
c. Coach will say “go”, player will drop step/cross-over about 3 steps (FIRST STEP BACK) 
d. Coach then will throw a short pop fly at the cone. 
e. Player needs to get momentum and timing down to catch the ball  
f. Player will make strong accurate throw to cutoff. 
g. Execute 2-3 times before rotate.  

 
SHOCK 

Objective:  Simulate anxiety of ball hit to player 
Description:  

a. 3 players in normal outfield positions with backs turned to infield 



b. Coach yells “Ball” and hits the ball to one of the outfielders. 
c. Players turn around make the play 

 
High Knee w/ Ball Toss 

Objective: Conditioning and concentration 
Description: 

a. Setup 4 cones in a row, about 3-5 feet between each. 
b. Player executes high knees (horizontally) from first cone thru the fourth cone. 
c. As the player performs high knees, coach is lobbing balls that the fielder needs to catch and throw back to 

catcher.  
 
One Deep / One Short 

Objective:  Track different distances 
Description:  

a. Coach hits regular distance fly ball 
b. Player catches, throws to catcher and sprints in. 
c. Coach will throw a short/shoe-string fly ball 
d. Can use this to end pre-game outfield practice. 

 
Mis-Read 

Objective: Footwork and tracking after mis-read 
Description:  

a. Coach will motion the player to drop step / cross over in one direction for approximately 5 steps (45 degree) 
b. Coach then motion the player to drop step / cross over in the opposite direction for approximately 5 steps 

(45 degree) 
c. Simulate player mis-read ball, player will have to change direction again and lose sight of the ball 
d. As player turns head coach will throw a fly ball 

 
Outfield Relay Race 

Objective: Catch and throw ball quickly in a relay situation. 
Description: 

a. 3 straight lines of 4 players about 30 to 40 feet apart. 
b. Players turn to their glove side and throw ball to next person.  Make sure players move if bad throw. 
c. If player drops the ball they must return to their location before they can throw to next player 
d. Go down and back once or twice and have them sit when the group completes the relay 
 

Outfield Pursuit Angle  
       Objective: Pursue at the correct angle depending on the speed and direction of the ball 

Description: 
a. Set out a cone as a starting point 
b. Hit a fly ball or a ground ball at various speeds and different locations 
c. Have the players work both sides = to their left and to their right 
d. Work on receiving the ball quickly and getting a throw off to a person simulating a cut off person. 

 
Outfield Gap 
       Objective:  Communication, backup vs fielder 

Description: 
a. Set up two cones as starting points about 40 feet apart 
b. Coach will hit a fly ball or a ground ball in various locations 
c. Make sure the backup gets into position 

 
Outfield Tennis Ball High Fly Ball Catching – No Gloves       
       Objective: Track high fly balls  

Description: 



a. Coach hits high fly tennis balls with a tennis racquet and players try to catch fly balls 
 
 

Outfield Backup  
       Objective: Backup 

Description: 
a. Set up two cones in line with each other one cone about 20 feet behind the first cone in the outfield 
b. The players will come out in groups of two, each one at a cone 
c. Player at second cone will turn around (so cannot see signal) 
d. The coach will show one or two fingers, one finger will tell the first player to make the play, two fingers will 

tell the first player to go after the ball and miss or deflect the ball 
e. Coach will yell “Go” and back player will turn around, coach will hit the ball and the players will react to the 

play called. 
f. Coach can hit both fly balls and ground balls to for the players to field. 

 
Protect the Island / Grenade 
       Objective: Quickness drill for outfielders 

Description: 
a. Make a circle using cones in the outfield about 20 to 30 feet in diameter 
b. Put one or two players in the center of the circle (island) – identify who the center fielder is if two players 

are in circle 
c. Coach has a buck of balls and a player to feed the balls to the coach. The coach will throw balls all over the 

island. 
d. The player will try to stop any ball (grenade) from hitting the island – player will toss balls caught out away 

from the circle to prevent injury 
 
Chase the Fly ball 
       Objective: Concentration and pursuit angles  

Description: 
a. Set up a cone as a starting point next to the coach with a bucket of balls 
b. Have the players run out away from the cone at a 45 degree angle and pursue fly balls 
c. Coach will throw the ball straight out in front, off to one side, out away from player, and behind player 
d. Then change the direction of the 45 degree take off angle. Do drill from both sides 
e. Can do this for fly balls and for ground balls 
 

Outfield X  
       Objective: Quickness drill and work on changing pursuit angles 

Description: 
a. Set up a cone as a starting point about 30’ in front of the coach 
b. Coach will throw one shoe string toss straight in front of player – player will toss ball out of the way 
c. Coach will throw a deep ball at a 45 degree angle 
d. Coach will then throw a shoe string toss straight in front of player 
e. Coach will then throw the last ball deep at a 45 degree in the other direction to form a X as the player 

travels. 
 
Outfield 2 Ball Warm-Up 
       Objective: Warm-up  

Description: 
a. Players line up about 20 feet apart like they are playing catch two deep 
b. Player one throws a ground ball to player two lined up across from them 
c. Player two charges ball and throws ball back, then this player runs around player one and back towards her 

side. 
d. Players one will now throw a floating fly ball to player number two as she run under the ball to catch the 

ball. This play will then hand the ball to the next player in line and the sequence will start over again. 



 
 
 
Tennis Ball Race - No Gloves      
       Objective: Quickness and concentration  

Description: 
a. Players line up 30 to 40 feet apart like they are playing catch with a partner 
b. Players throw the tennis ball back a forth fast a possible until they reach 20 catches. 
c. Group to get 20 catches first sits down 

 
Outfield Relay Game 
       Objective: = tracking fly balls / cut off relay work / throwing accuracy / relay speed 

Description: 
a. A big practice net is set up at home plate 
b. The players are divided into two teams 
c. One team will be set up in left field and one team set up in right field 
d. Each team will break up into two groups, one deep fielder group and one fielder set on the edge of the grass 

line but not on the infield gravel 
e. Players will come out into position one at a time and then rotate within their team 
f. One coach will stand at about third base with a bucket of balls and hit deep fly balls to left field 
g. One coach will stand at about first base with a bucket of balls and hit deep fly balls to right field 
h. Coaches will take turns hitting balls to their side 
i. The deep fielder from each team will field ball then relay to team mate playing on edge of grass line and this 

player will throw the ball home try to hit the practice net or get the throw into the pocket of the practice net 
j. Players will get one point if they hit the practice net and 3 points if they can get their throw into the net 

pocket 
k. If the fly ball is dropped or the cut off throw is dropped or uncatchable then no points can be earned 

 
4 Situations 

Objective:  
Description:  

a. 4 cones setups (blue squares below) 
b. Player starts at cone 1 in front of coach. 
c. Player runs at 45 degree angle to cone 2 as coach throws over shoulder fly ball. 
d. Player catches, throws to next player and sprints back to cone 1 
e. Coach rolls grounder to player, which player fields and flips back to coach.  
f. Player runs at 45 degree angle to cone 3 as coach throws over shoulder 
g. Player catches and sprints to cone 4 
h. Coach can either throw a hard line drive or shoe string toss 
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